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Cement asphalt emulsion mixture (CAEM) presents low early-age strength and poor
flowability, which limits its application range at a certain degree. In this paper, CAEM
with high early-age strength and flowability was proposed. The flowability, compressive
strength, flexural strength of CAEM at different periods and 28 days elastic modulus
of CAEM were investigated. In addition, evolution of composition and microstructure of
CAEM was analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electronic microscope (SEM),
and mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP). The results indicated that the compressive
strength of CAEM can be enhanced quickly in several hours. It could achieve 17–24 MPa
at 6 h and almost reached 79–90% of the 28 days compressive strength. SEM and XRD
analysis found that the hydration products in CAEM at different periods were obviously
different. The hydration products of 2 h filled the micro pores of the mixture. After
28 days, the hydration products were connected to each other, resulting in a denser
structure. The results of MIP analysis showed that the pore cumulative volume of CAEM
was similar for 2 h and 28 days samples. These results testified that CAEM had high
early-age strength.

Keywords: cement asphalt emulsion mixture, high early-age strength, high flowability, mechanism,
microstructure characteruizations

INTRODUCTION

Cement asphalt emulsion mixture (CAEM) is an organic-inorganic composite material formed
by the combination of hydration of cement and demulsification of emulsified asphalt. CAEM
has been widely used in road maintenance and rehabilitation due to the combined merits of
the high mechanical properties of cement materials and the flexibility of asphalt materials, low
environmental impact, and cost effectiveness (Zhong and Chen, 2002; Lu et al., 2009; Qiang et al.,
2011; Doyle et al., 2013; Tian et al., 2013; Tyler et al., 2014; Ling et al., 2016; Ouyang et al.,
2020). Despite the aforementioned benefits of CAEM, there is a defect that the corners cannot
be fully compacted and result in a poor adhesion between new and old materials due to the poor
rheological property of CAEM (Hu et al., 2009; Dołżycki et al., 2017; Liu and Liang, 2017). There
will be secondary damage occurred on the repair site when it is exposed to the adverse weather
such as rainfall or freezing and thawing. In addition, repair materials should meet the strength
requirements to early open to traffic at different conditions. Studies have shown that it took a long
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time for repair materials to reach their full strength (Qiang
et al., 2011; Fang et al., 2016; Liu and Liang, 2017; Du, 2018).
Therefore, in order to improve the strength of the road and
early open to traffic, the properties of the new CAEM must
satisfy the requirements of good flowability and high early-
age strength.

It is a common belief that increasing the dosage of cement
could effectively improve the strength of CAEM (Lu et al.,
2009; Yan et al., 2017; Ouyang et al., 2018). Yan et al. (2017)
has studied the early strength of the asphalt emulsion mixture
with various cement contents, and the results showed that the
addition of cement to asphalt emulsion mixture improved its
early-age strength. With the increase of cement content, the
strength of mixture increased. However, excessive contents of
cement may cause cracks in the pavement. Liu and Liang (2017)
has reported that the flow time increased with the increase of
asphalt to cement ratio (A/C), while the compressive strength,
and 28 days elastic modulus showed the opposite trend. Lin
et al. (2015) has studied the mechanism of early strength of
CAEM and concluded that cement played a major role in the
first 3-day of early strength, while emulsified asphalt played the
predominant role in both early and final strength. Therefore,
the effect of A/C on the early strength of CAEM is important.
Studies have reported that the type of asphalt would also affect the
strength of CAEM. Normally, both cationic and anionic asphalt
emulsion are utilized in different types of CAEM. Research
works conducted by Plank and Hirsch (2007), Tan et al. (2013),
Ouyang et al. (2016), Li et al. (2018), etc. have shown that the
anionic asphalt emulsion was more suitable than cationic asphalt
emulsion for formulating CAEM when a higher strength was
required. Therefore, an anionic asphalt emulsion was selected
in the selection of materials in order to improve the strength
of the CAEM.

As is well known, the water to cement ratio (W/C) exerts
a major influence on the flowability of cement concrete
and can be expected to have an important effect on the
flowability of CAEM. Ouyang et al. (2019b) has studied the
effect of water content on mechanical properties of cement
bitumen emulsion mixture and recommended that the optimum
water content of cement bitumen emulsion mixture should
be determined by the maximum indirect tensile strength in
the mix design. In addition, the emulsified asphalt contains
moisture, Ouyang and Shah (2018) also reported that the
dosage of asphalt emulsion was the main factor influencing
the rheological property of the fresh cement asphalt emulsion
mortar. It was verified that the pore structures of hydration
products had remarkable influences on the mechanical properties
and durability of cementitious materials (Zhou et al., 2018;
Zhou et al., 2020a,b), and were affected by W/C ratio
obviously. Therefore, it is necessary to systematically study the
high flowability properties and microstructure of CAEM with
various W/C ratios.

In this paper, a new kind of CAEM with high early-
age strength and flowability was proposed, the flowability,
compressive strength, and flexural strength of CAEM at
different periods and 28 days elastic modulus of CAEM
were investigated. Additionally, X-ray diffraction (XRD),

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), and mercury
intrusion porosimetry (MIP) were used to characterize
the microstructure evolution of the CAEM. The research
results would provide reference parameters for pavement
construction.

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL
METHODS

Materials
The selection and basis of materials were list as following:

(1) Asphalt emulsion: asphalt emulsion with evaporated
residue content of 60.0% was prepared. The properties
of asphalt emulsion are shown in Table 1. The test
methods of asphalt emulsion were in accordance to
Chinese Standard JTJ E20-2011.

(2) Cement: in order to obtain high early-age strength of
CAEM, Sulphoaluminate cement (SAC 42.5), and Portland
cement (P.O 42.5) were mixed with a ratio of 2:8 (wt%).
The properties of cement are given in Table 2. The
test methods of cement were in accordance to Chinese
Standard GB 175-2007.

(3) Aggregate: the coarse aggregates used in this paper were
crushed natural aggregates with continuous grading and
the fine aggregates used were natural sand. The max
particle size of coarse aggregates was 20 mm, the crushing
value, sediment percentage, needle and sheet percentage of
the coarse aggregates were 12.6, 0.5, and 8.5%, respectively.
The fineness modulus of natural sand was 2.8, plotted in
Zone II according to Chinese Standard JTG E42-2005.

(4) Additives: Studies (Tan et al., 2013; Ouyang et al., 2019a;
Ouyang et al., 2020) have shown that adding additives
could effectively improve the performance of CAEM.
United expansing agent (solid content 30.1% and density
2750 kg m−3) and polycarboxylate superplasticizer (water
reducing rate 25%) were added to improve the volume
stability and flowability of CAEM. Additionally, organic
silicon defoamer (PH = 7) was used to reduce air void
content of CAEM, the compound admixture was used to
control the setting time of CAEM, which was a mixture of
boracic acid (H3BO3) and lithium carbonate (Li2CO3) in a
ratio of 4:1 (wt%).

TABLE 1 | Properties of asphalt emulsion.

Properties Results

1.18 sieve test (%) 0.002

1 d storage stability (%) 0.8

15◦C ductility (cm) 160

25◦C penetration (0.1 mm) 102

Soft pointing (◦C) 48

Residue by distillation (%) 60.4

The average particle diameter (µm) 2.29

Solubility(C2HCl3; %) 99.5
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TABLE 2 | Properties of cement.

Type of cement Setting time (min) Flexural strength (MPa) Compressive strength (MPa)

Initial time Final time 3 days 28 days 3 days 28 days

SAC 42.5 55 125 7.5 8.7 44.7 50.1

P.O 42.5 155 300 4.3 9.5 24.3 52.2

TABLE 3 | Mix proportions of CAEM.

Mix A/C W/C CAEM (kg m−3)

Asphalt emulsion Cement Water River sand Aggregate

I 0.18 0.30 116 385 69.1 602 1220

II 0.18 0.31 116 385 73 602 1220

III 0.18 0.32 116 385 76.8 602 1220

IV 0.24 0.30 154 385 53.9 602 1220

V 0.30 0.30 193 385 38.3 602 1220

Mix Proportions
The raw materials were mixed in the bowl in this order:
Firstly, aggregate and half of water mixed together for about
2 min; Secondly, the blended cement and additives mixed
together for about 2 min, and then the remaining water and
asphalt emulsion mixed together for 5 min until a homogeneous
CAEM was obtained.

Mix proportions of CAEM are listed in Table 3. The water
mentioned in the mix proportion does not include the water in
the asphalt emulsion.

Experimental Methods
Flowability
The flowability of fresh CAEM was measured by the slump of
the mixture according to the practical experience and Chinese
Standard JTJ E30-2005.

Early-Age Mechanical Properties
The early-age mechanical properties of CAEM were quantified
by compressive strength and flexural strength at 2 h, 6 h, 3 days,
and 28 days, respectively. Cubic specimens with the dimension
100 mm × 100 mm × 100 mm were utilized for compressive
strength. Beam specimens of 100 mm × 100 mm × 400 mm
were used for flexural strength. Beside this, 28 days elastic
modulus of CAEM was carried out on the specimens of
150 mm × 150 mm × 300 mm (according to Chinese Standard
JTJ E30-2005). Three specimens were prepared for each test
result. The specimens were prepared with concrete vibrator, and
all specimens were cured at a temperature of 20 ± 2◦C and a
humidity of 95% (RH) until the testing date.

XRD, SEM, and MIP
X-ray diffraction was used in this study to observe the hydration
of blended cementitious materials of CAEM. CAEM specimens
were ground to a powder and passed through a 63 µm sieve for
XRD analysis (Bołtryk and Małaszkiewicz, 2013).

Scanning Electron Microscope was used to observe the
microstructure characterization of CAEM. The cured specimens

were shaped to cube with 1.5 cm by side length. Then, the surface
of the samples was sputter covered with a thin layer of gold before
the SEM observation (Likitlersuang and Chompoorat, 2016; Li
et al., 2018).

Pore cumulative volume and pore size distribution of CAEM
were measured by an Auto Pore IV 9510 MIP. Crushed pieces of
the samples were soaked in an absolute ethyl alcohol solution to
stop the hydration before MIP test (Wang et al., 2017).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Flowability
Figure 1 shows the flowability results of fresh CAEM with
various A/C ratios and various W/C ratios. It can be seen
that the flowability of fresh CAEM was strongly affected by

FIGURE 1 | Flowability of CAEM.
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FIGURE 2 | Compressive strength of CAEM.

FIGURE 3 | Flexural strength of CAEM.

both A/C ratio and W/C ratio. As shown in Figure 1, the
flowability of CAEM decreased with the increase of A/C
ratio. A possible explanation was that the increase of A/C
ratio caused the cement and asphalt emulsion to aggregate
together, then entrapping water, and resulting in the decrease
of flowability of CAEM (Wang et al., 2015). On the contrary,
the flowability of CAEM increased with the increase of W/C
ratio, and the slump reached almost 220 mm when the
W/C ratio was 0.32.

It can also be concluded from Figure 1 that in order to obtain
greater flowability of CAEM (the slump more than 200 mm),
the A/C ratio, and W/C ratio can be adjusted based on the
experimental experience.

FIGURE 4 | Compressive strength -flexural strength ratio of CAEM.

FIGURE 5 | 28 days elastic modulus of CAEM.

Early-Age Mechanical Performance
Compressive Strength
Figure 2 shows the compressive strength results of CAEM with
various W/C ratios and A/C ratios after 2 h, 6 h, 3 days,
and 28 days of curing. From Figure 2, it can be concluded
that the compressive strength of CAEM could reach more than
10 MPa at 2 h age, due to the use of composite cement in
the mixture. It also can be seen that a significant reduction
in the compressive strength of CAEM was obtained as the
W/C ratio increased. As the W/C ratio increased from 0.30
to 0.32, the compressive strength decreased by up to 32.1%
at 2 h, and 13.3% at 28 days, respectively. This indicated
that increasing W/C ratio provides a negative effect on the
compressive strength of CAEM.
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FIGURE 6 | (A) Microstructure of CAEM at 2 h. (B) Microstructure of CAEM at 28 days.

FIGURE 7 | (A) Hydration products of CAEM at 2 h. (B) Hydration products of CAEM at 28 days.

It should be noted that the change trend of A/C was consistent
with that of W/C. As the A/C ratio increased from 0.18 to 0.30, the
compressive strength decreased by up to 38.6% at 2 h and 23.3%
at 28 days. With the increase of A/C, the compressive strength
decreased due to the droplets of asphalt emulsion dispersed in
the cement matrix. In addition, the compressive strength at 6 h
was approximately 79–90% of the 28 days compressive strength
of CAEM, which almost reached 17–24 MPa. As is well known,
the hydration rate of calcium sulfoaluminate cement is very
fast compared to Portland cement, so that a good supply of
hydration products are generated during the initial hydration
period of CAEM, and the porosity is filled by the main hydration
products, which contributes to the rapid increase of the early
strength of CAEM.

Flexural Strength
Figure 3 shows the flexural strength results of CAEM with
various W/C ratios and A/C ratios. From Figure 3, it can
be seen that the flexural strength of CAEM decreased with
the increase of W/C ratio or A/C ratio. The increase in A/C
resulted in a more significant reduction in flexural strength
of CAEM, indicating that the structure formed by cement
hydrates could be weakened by the addition of asphalt emulsion.
The flexural strength of W/C 0.30, W/C 0.31, and W/C

0.32 at 6 h were approximately 92.8, 94.5, and 95.3% of
the 28 days strength of CEAM, respectively. The flexural
strength curve tended to be stable after 6 h, indicating
that the flexural strength mainly depended on the structure
formed by cement hydrates before 6 h. However, the flexural
strength of CAEM was still slightly increasing after 6 h due
to the water present in the asphalt emulsion was still slowly
released as the A/C ratio increased and the cement continued
to hydrate.

Compressive Strength -Flexural Strength Ratio
The compressive strength -flexural strength ratio (C/F ratio) can
reflect the toughness of the material. In general, the smaller
C/F ratio means the better material toughness and better impact
resistance. Conversely, the greater of the C/F ratio, the more
brittle the material is, and the worse the impact resistance
against the external.

Figure 4 shows the C/F ratio of CAEM with various W/C
ratios and A/C ratios. As can be seen from Figure 4, the C/F
value increased as the curing time increased, and it increased
slightly after 6 h. The higher W/C ratio of CAEM, the lower C/F
ratio, indicating that the higher toughness of CAEM. Similarly,
the higher A/C ratio of CAEM, the lower C/F ratio, which means
the higher the toughness of CAEM.
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FIGURE 8 | Pore cumulative volume of the CAEM at the age of 2 h and
28 days.

28 Days Elastic Modulus
From Figure 5, it can be clearly seen that when the W/C
ratio was 0.30, the 28 days elastic modulus of CAEM was
consistent with that of W/C ratio was 0.31. However, the
28 days elastic modulus of CAEM suddenly decreased when
the W/C ratio was 0.32, indicating that the optimum W/C
ratio should be less than 0.32. In addition. As Figure 5 depicts,
a reduction in the 28 days elastic modulus of CAEM was
observed as the A/C ratio increased. As the A/C ratio increased
from 0.18 to 0.30, the 28 days elastic modulus decreased by
11.6 and 32.5%, respectively, which indicated that the higher
content of asphalt emulsion, the lower 28 days elastic modulus
of CAEM.

Microstructure Characterization
Microstructure Analysis
Figures 6A,B show the microstructure of CAEM at different
curing time. From Figure 6A, it can be clearly observed
that there was a large amount of needle shape crystals in
the early hydration process, which filled the micro-pores of
mixture and improved the strength of CAEM. In addition,
the cement hydration consumed a portion of the water that
occupied the micro air void spaces between asphalt emulsion
and sand, which had a stiffening effect on CAEM (Fu et al.,
2014). As CAEM continued to hydrate, C-S-H gels became
the main binding phase in CAEM, the strength of hardened
CAEM depended on the ability of the C–S–H to bind effectively
other products of hydration and aggregates (Fu et al., 2014).
It can be observed from Figure 6B that hydration products
were interconnected in CAEM, resulting in the structure formed
was much denser.

In order to observe the detailed information about the
structure of crystalline substances, XRD was used in this study to
obtain qualitatively phase composition of materials and identify
crystalline phases of materials.

Figures 7A,B present X-ray diffractograms of the hydration
products of CAEM after 2 h and 28 days curing time. From
Figures 7A,B, it can be clearly observed that the hydration
products of CAEM including calcium silicate hydrates (C-S-
H gel), ettringite (AFt), 3CaO,·Al2O3,·CaSO4,·nH2O, (AFm),
Ca(OH)2, (CH), and a small amount of unhydrated cement
particles. The early hydration of CAEM was very fast, producing
a large amount of ettringite (AFt). With the hydration continued,
the amount of AFt in CAEM began to decrease. In contrast, the
amount of C-S-H gels kept increasing.

Pore Structure Analysis
In order to determine the effect of W/C ratio and A/C ratio on
the pore structure of the CAEM, MIP was used in this study to

FIGURE 9 | (A) Pore size distribution of the CAEM with various W/C ratios. (B) Pore size distribution of the CAEM with various A/C ratios.
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characterize the pore structure of the CAEM for 2 h samples and
28 days samples. The test results as shown in Figures 8, 9.

Figure 8 presents the cumulative pore volume of CAEM with
various W/C ratios and A/C ratios. From Figure 8, it can be seen
that the cumulative volume of CAEM of 2 h samples and 28 days
samples were similar, which indicated that the early hydration of
CAEM was very fast at early-age and the hydration products were
sufficient. It can also be seen from Figure 8 that the cumulative
pore volume of CAEM increased with the increase of A/C ratio,
possibly due to the asphalt emulsion resulted in the increase of
the pore volume. With the increase of W/C, the cumulative pore
volume of CAEM showed a similar law.

Figures 9A,B present the pore size distribution of the CAEM
with various W/C ratios and A/C ratios. Wu (1988) proposed
a classification of the pores into harmless pores (<20 nm), less
harmful pores (20 ∼ 50 nm), harmful pores (50 ∼ 200 nm), and
multiple harmful pores (>200 nm) according to the pore size,
and pointed out that only the reduction of harmful pores and
the addition of harmless pores could improve the mechanical
properties and durability of concrete.

From Figure 9A, it can be concluded that the proportion of
multiple harmful pores (>200 nm) of CAEM increased slightly
with the increase of W/C ratio, indicating that excessive moisture
provided a negative effect on the pore size distribution of CAEM.
As can be seen from Figure 9B, the proportion of multiple
harmful pores (>200 nm) of CAEM increased with the increase
of A/C ratio, while the proportion of harmless pores (<20 nm)
of CAEM decreased with the increase of A/C ratio. It can be
explained that as the viscosity of CAEM increased with the
increase of A/C, resulting in that it difficult for air bubbles to
be discharged, which were introduced by CAEM during the
process of mixing.

CONCLUSION

The high early-age strength and flowability of CAEM were
studied in this paper, and evolution of microstructure of CAEM
was analyzed by XRD, SEM, and MIP to reveal the hardening
mechanism of CAEM. Based on the experimental results, the
following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The flowability of fresh CAEM is strongly affect by
both A/C ratio and W/C ratio. The flowability of
CAEM decreases with the increase of A/C ratio,
while the flowability of CAEM increases with the
increase of W/C ratio.

(2) The compressive strength of CAEM reaches 17–24 MPa
after 6 h curing, which is almost 79–90% of the 28 days

compressive strength of CAEM. The flexural strength of
CAEM for 2 h samples can reach more than 4 MPa.
The change trend of flexural strength is consistent to
the compressive strength of CAEM, which indicate that
increasing W/C ratio, or A/C ratio provide a negative effect
on the mechanical properties.

(3) The smaller A/C value should be selected as much as
possible in order to obtain high flowability of CAEM. As
W/C increases, the flowability of CAEM increases, but
the compressive strength of CAEM decreases, so the W/C
value should be moderate in order to ensure the high
early-age strength of CAEM.

(4) From SEM pictures of CAEM, it can be concluded that
in the early period of CAEM hydration, the hydration
products filled the micro pores of the mixture. And with
the continued hydration, the hydration products were
connected to each other, resulting in a denser structure.
In addition, from MIP test results, it can be seen that the
proportion of multiple harmful pores (>200 nm) of CAEM
increases with the increase of W/C ratio or A/C ratio,
indicating that increasing A/C ratio, or W/C ratio provide
a negative effect on the pore size distribution of CAEM.
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